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Minolta 35mm film camera manual

(1958) The SR-2 was Minolta's first SLR. A highly advanced camera periodically, the SR-2 had a winning combination of features: an instant return mirror with a semi-automatic lens - only the second Japanese camera to achieve this feat. It was replaced two years later by the more advanced SR-3. (1959) The SR-2 was an unusual camera at the time, but it was also financially well beyond the reach of the
average shutterbug. Minolta produced the SR-1 in 1959. It was a less expensive version of the SR-2 - with fewer features. (1960) SR-2 was a very advanced camera over time, but had two main drawbacks. First, it was expensive and the second, it lacked built-in footage. These were huge drawbacks and kept Minolta SLR camera sales down. Minolta addressed the first issue by producing SR-1, and it
referred to the second with Minolta SR-3. (1960) On the original model of the SR-1, it had to raise the speed dial of the aperture to change shutter speeds. In this model, you can change speed without raising the dial. Another minor change was adding a javelin mountain to the front for the new viewfind accessories. A black version was also available. (1961) In the original model of the SR-3, the diaphragm
operation of the lens was semi-automatic. In the SR-3 (Model B), the diaphragm maintained the open position even after the shutter was released. The SR-3 (Model B) was replaced the following year, 1962, by the more advanced SR-7, which included a meter built into the body of the camera - another Minolta revolution! (1961) In the original model of the SR-1, the diaphragm operation of the lens was
semi-automatic. In this model, the diaphragm operation was fully automated. (1961) The ER room was the only Minolta SLR with a non-removable lens - an f2.8 lens of 45 mm. The big advantage was that this camera offered preferred automatic shutter exposure control - or manual control. Simply select the shutter speed and the built-in selenium meter defines the aperture. Love this property, but aren't you
quite sure yet? Two accessory lenses were available. (1962) Previous models of the SR-1 were missing a meter. This version of SR-1 has added a directive for selenium, an SR clip-on meter. (1962) The Minolta SR-7 raised the bar in the photography industry. It was the first Japanese 35mm SLR to be fitted with an internal CDS meter. In this model, a large, external, clip-on gauge is transmitted inside the
camera body, but the size of the camera body does not increase. The meter wasn't TTL, and the meter reading was on the top of the camera, but it was still quite an achievement. (1963) Another version of the SR-1 with modest modifications. In this model, the film counter was moved from the left side of the body to the right. (1963) The original Minolta SR-7 had some drawbacks. This model fixed them.
First, model A is missing a battery power switch. Model B has one. Last but not least, on the original model, exposure had to be wasted Lock the mirror. The new version allowed the device to be used without firing a frame. (1965) Adapted version of SR-1, Model V switched to type B. (see previous models). There were other changes, too. For example, it has a new rectangular viewfind and locks another
look. (1965) Adapted version of SR-7, Model V switched to type B. (see previous models). There were other changes, too. The previous models had a round viewfinent, so a new accessory shoe and any other viewfinent attachment had to be redefined. The Minolta logo is now located on the angular part of the prism (where it was previously on the flat front). Another change was that the low range button on
the back of the camera was moved to the front of the camera - in the same place as the lens release pressure on the later X-Series cameras. (1965) The SR-7 counter did not see exactly what the lens saw, as the meter was not behind the lens. The next step of the SR-7 was to develop a camera with a lens-through measurement system (TTL). Minolta has developed a prototype stop-down genre, but
thankfully it was never marketed. Known as the SR777, it looks like previous Minolta SLR cameras. (1966) The SRT101 was minolta SLR's first production with lens measurement. Just as importantly, it achieved this TTL measurement in full aperture - a radical innovation at the same time. On that, Minolta's new meter reading is now inside the viewfind - another amazing innovation. You no longer have to
remove your eye from the eye to adjust the shutter speed and f-stop - and take pictures. But a whole new set of lenses had to be mechanically designed a pair per built-in meter. Rokkor lenses (meter-together) were born. (1967) SRT101 was an excellent camera, but financially it was beyond the reach of many consumers. Minolta figured it out, and a year after the advent of SRT101, it was released in SR-
1s. He's got a higher top speed. Think of it as ANRT101 without the meter. In this model, a black, thin mill, speed dial shutter is replaced by a chrome shutter speed dial with three rows of teeth. Some other cosmetic changes have been made. (1970) Minuelta realized that many photographers wanted an engine-driven camera, and in 1970 they developed an engine-driven camera - the SR-M. It was
different in some ways. Although it came with built-in motor propulsion and included a mirror lock, it lacked a meter and self-time. (1971) SRT101 was a great camera, but it was expensive. Five years after the advent of SRT101, Minolta added that SRT100 is scaling down, a less expensive version of SRT101. It maintained the main feature of SRT101 which was this TTL measurement system, but in
significant savings. It was replaced by 1975's SRT200. (1971) on this model, Takeoff lock aborted. (1972) While 1971's SRT100 was in some ways a step down SRT101, Minolta took a huge step up a year after the release of XK. Revolutionary, that's what reviewers called XK at the time. Minuelta decided to enter the professional camera market dominated by Nikon and Canon - with a twist. They designed
the world's first 35mm professional SLR camera with TTL auto exposure control. Minolta sold the XK in Europe as an XM. Minolta sold the XK in Japan as an X-1. (1973) SRT101 was incredibly comfortable for a manual exposure camera - but still, it lacks some important comfort features. An improved version of SRT101 was released seven years after the introduction of SRT101 -- SRT102. In this model,
in addition to the shutter speed, the f-stop is displayed on display. Now there's no need to ever take your eye off your eye while you take a picture. SRT102 also has multiple exposure capability and a built-in hot shoe. Last but not least, locating a range of split images is added to the middle of the targeted screen. It was replaced by 1975's SRT202. Japanese version of SRT102 (model a). European version
of SRT102 (model a). (1973) as SRT100 but with some modifications. Marketed for Kmart and several other major department stores. (1973) SRT100 differs with some additional features. Designed for, and sold by, Sears, Roebuck Co. (1974) the same features as SRT102 (Model a), but the mirror lock has been removed. Japanese version of SRT102 (model b). European version of SRT102 (Model B).
(1974) The XK was great, but it was designed for the professional market - and was expensive. Think of the XE-7 as an XK without the replaceable heads - although there were other differences as well. It was basically SRT102 with automatic exposure. It had preferred auto exposure aperture, according to manual and manual use of exposure modes. There are many who say it's the best 35mm camera
ever made, by anyone! It lives by becoming the basic component of Leica R3. European version of the Japanese XE-7 version of the XE-7. (1975) In 1975, Minulte upgraded the original SRT series to the 200 series. In fact, there was very little difference between the two camera series. SRT200 was a modified version of SRT100. The main difference was that it now has a top speed of 1/000 instead of
1/500. (1975) European version of SRT200 (Model A). (1975) Adapted version of SRT101. The features are the same, but a hot shoe replaced the SRT101's cold shoe. (1975) Japanese version of SRT201 (Model a). (1975) European version of SRT201 (Model A). (1975) Adapted version of SRT102. The mirror lock was removed, but a movie and movie memo window was added. Japanese version of
SRT202 (model a). European version of SRT202 (model a). (1976) The 1974 XE-7 had wonderful cameras but it Expensive, so Minolta chose to produce a cheaper version the following year - the XE-5. He maintained the main feature of the XE-7, which had automatic exposure control, but dropped some features that Minulyta saw as less important. Japanese version of the XE-5. Same as the XE-5, but
with multiple exposure capability. The only thing The Manolta XK lacked was a drive engine. So in 1976, Minolta came out with the XK Motor. It's basically the same as an XK with a built-in (i.e., unsealable) drive engine. A new, faster, silicon-based measuring head (AES) was needed to keep up with motor propulsion, but all XK heads would fit and work properly. The European version of the XK MOTOR
Japanese version of XK MOTOR (1976) At the same time That Manolta was producing the XK engine, they made some changes to the original XK. The obvious difference is that they replaced the ASA/DIN chart on the movie door with having the XK engine's movie tab. Sold on the North American market. Minolta sold the XK in Europe as an XM. Minolta sold the XK in Japan as an X-1. Version of SRT201.
Progress is a bi-prism focus point, a mirror lock (in some versions), and a safe load sign. Like its predecessor, it was marketed for sale by KMART and several other large stores. In 1979, one version of a CDS cell that lacked the CLC featrue replaced the original. This second model was only made in chrium. (1977) The XE-7 was an excellent camera, with automatic exposure, but Minuelta faced new
challenges from other companies. Other manufacturers were producing cameras with comfort features similar to the XE-7, but which were significantly smaller and lighter. It was first Olympus OM-2 (1975), then pentax ME (1977). Minoelta got into a fight - but with a twist. How about the world's first multi-mode camera that can be set up to automate the aperture's preferred expsoure or blinds? It's the XD-
11. In addition, Minolta gave a newer and smaller body style with a lot of new features. To take advantage of the new features favored by the shutter of this camera, a new line of lenses, the MD Rokkor-X series was introduced. The European version of the XD-11 (Model a) Japanese version of the XD-11 (Model a) (1977) Minolta knew that the XD-11 was expensive and designed for a serious amateur. He
also knew that he needed to produce a cheaper camera keeping the auto exposure feature. The XG-7 was produced at the same time as the XD-11, and had a similar compact body design. The XG-7 lacked the XD-11's preferred shutter exposure mode, as well as other features. The XG-7 was the first in a long line of XG cameras. European version of the XG-7. Japanese version of the XG-7. (1977) In
1977, Minulte upgraded the original SRT200 camera with some, mostly cosmetic, features. (1977) European version of SRT200 (Model B). (1977) Continuation of SRTSC and version of SRT200. He had the standard improvements of the SRT200 series. Sold exclusively by (1977) In 1977, Minulte upgraded the original SRT201 camera with some, mostly cosmetic, features. (1977) Japanese version of
SRT201 (Model B). (1977) European version of SRT201 (Model B). (1977) Slightly modified version of SRT202 (Model a). Japanese version of SRT202 (Model B). European version of SRT202 (Model B). (1978) In Model B, chrome's tab, a metal gauge changes to a black plastic tab. The European version of the XD-11 (Model B) Japanese version of the XD-11 (Model B (1978) is a simpler and less
expensive alternative to the XG-7 with fewer features. (1978) A more expensive alternative to the XG-7 with additional features, like an acute matte screen. (1979) A less expensive version of the XD-11. It still also has aperture and preferred shutter automation, but has less ocular information, among other feature changes. (1979) The change in the XD-11 (Model C) is that the shutter speed of 1/125 is now
marked green for use with the shutter's preferred automatic exposure mode. All other speeds (except X) are still in white. The European version of the XD-11 (Model C) Japanese version of the XD-11 (Model C) (1978) in 1978, Minolta upgraded the original SRT200 camera with some, mostly cosmetic, features. (1978) European version of SRT200 (Model C). (1978) In 1978, Minolta upgraded the original
SRT201 camera with some, mostly cosmetic, features. (1978) Japanese version of SRT201 (Model C). (1978) European version of SRT201 (Model C). (1979) An improved version of the XG-SE with additional dining such as manually selected f-stop display in the eye. Japanese version of the XG-9. (1979) In 1979, Minolta dropped clc's measurement feature from its SRT200 camera. There were a few other
cosmetic changes, mostly cosmetic ones. (1979) European version of SRT200 (Model B). (1979) In 1979, Minolta dropped CLC's measurement feature from its SRT201 camera. There were a few other cosmetic changes, mostly cosmetic ones. (1979) Japanese version of SRT201 (Model d). (1979) European version of SRT201 (Model d). (1979) Latest version of SRTMC-II. It lacked the CLC feature of
SRTMC-II (Model a). This second model was only made in chrium. (1979) Second and final version of SRTSC-II. It lacked the CLC feature of SRTSC-II (model a). (1980) Model D has the exposure compensation dial in the same location as the C model but in front of the camera's prism, perhaps it's harder to move unsothed. The European version of the Japanese XD-11 (Model D) version of the XD-11
(Model D) (1980) of the XD-11. It has the added feature of diopter adjustment of the viewfind. Marketed only in Japan. (1980) To compete with automated exposure offerings from other manufacturers, such as Pentax's 1979 MV, Minolta created the X-7 in 1980. It didn't have manual shutter speed settings, and was designed to run only in auto exposure mode. (1981) Updated of XG-9 with a new body style.
Japanese version of the XG-M. (1981) Version of the XG-1, with minolta's new logo and some new features. (1981) Simple XG-1 without manual exposure mode. (1981) Fifth late version (1981 and later) - Model E - introduces the new MINOLTA All Caps logo, but otherwise the same as the European version of the Japanese XD-11 (Model e) of the XD-11 (Model e) (1981) late version of the XD-11.
Different from model A in that it has the new Minuelta logo. Marketed only in Japan. (1981) X-700 has the same styling body as XG-M. The big difference is that this is the first Minolta SLR to offer programmed exposure automation. It also offers preferential exposure control to reduce and manual mode. The programmed exposure mode was designed for use with MD lenses. In addition, it offers TTL flash
mode with special flash units. (1982) Same features as the XG-1n (Model a), but XG-M body style. (1982) A slightly upgraded version of the X-7 (Model A), the X-7 (Model B) added some features, but was still fully automated. (1983) A less expensive version of the X-700 without programmed exposure. Japanese version of the X-570. (1983) Minolta's first camera and focus confirmation. Very similar to the
X-570 features, the X-600 was soon replaced by a Maxxum 7000 autofocus camera in 1985. (1984) A less expensive version of the X-570 with fewer features, such as no aperture reading on display. European version of the X-370. (1985) Changing X-370. The X-7A had the same features as the X-370, but the touch switch disappeared. (1990) resembles an X-370 with minor modifications, such as a new
tape cartridge window in the back instead of the image card memo. Available only in black. European version of the X-370n. (1990) Minolta latest, new 35mm SLR. A talented shooter and one for the record books. Upgraded version of the X-370. (1990) Despite the name, the X-300s is not X-370. This is the European version of the X-9 with slight differences. Differences.
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